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Abstract
Globalization as well as international crises and disasters spur the need for cross-lingual verbal communication for myriad
languages. This is reflected in ongoing intense research activity in the field of speech translation. However, the development
of deployable speech translation systems still happens only for a handful of languages. Prohibitively high costs attached to the
acquisition of sufficient amounts of suitable speech translation training data are one of the main reasons for this situation. A
new language pair or domain is typically only considered for speech translation development after a major need for cross-lingual
verbal communication just arose—justifying the high development costs. In such situations, communication has to rely on the
help of interpreters, while massive data collections for system development are conducted in parallel. We propose an alternative to
this time-consuming and costly parallel effort. By training speech translation directly on audio recordings of interpreter-mediated
communication, we omit most of the manual transcription effort and all of the manual translation effort that characterizes traditional
speech translation development.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Speech translation; Spoken language translation; Parallel speech

1. Introduction
Speech translation (ST) has seen tremendous performance improvements over the past two decades. Early efforts
in ST started from the rather artificial research problem of translating speech recorded under controlled conditions,
with restricted vocabularies, strong domain limitations and the necessity of a constrained speaking style. Nowadays,
research in ST turned towards the task of translating spoken language as found in real life and constitutes as such one
of the major research areas of speech and language processing. The impressive advances made in ST can mostly be
attributed to the statistical modeling schemes that nowadays dominate its component technologies, automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and machine translation (MT). However, the performance of these statistical models depends
heavily on an effective model parameter estimation from vast amounts of training data. Considering the statistical
!
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models involved in state-of-the-art ST, the translation model (TM) can be identified as the most demanding in terms
of training data requirements. While domain specific monolingual resources—transcribed speech audio for acoustic
model (AM) training and text corpora for language model (LM) training—can be hard to acquire, domain-specific
bi-lingual text data of sentence-aligned manual translations for TM training are even more scarce and expensive to
create. The high cost attached to acquiring sufficient amounts of suitable ST training data is one of the main reasons
why the development of deployable ST systems still happens only for a handful of economically or politically viable
languages. Speech translation development for a new language pair or domain typically occurs only after a major
need for cross-lingual verbal communication just arose. In such situations, communication has to be achieved with the
help of interpreters, while massive ST training data collections are conducted in parallel. We propose an alternative
to this time-consuming and costly parallel effort. By training ST directly on audio recordings of interpreter-mediated
communication scenarios, we omit most of the manual transcription effort and all of the manual translation effort that
characterizes traditional speech translation development. Although parallel speech (pSp)—interpreter speech together
with the source language speech, from which the interpretation is being rendered—is fundamentally different from
parallel text, our experiments show that translation models (TMs) can be successfully trained at surprisingly high
performance levels from pSp audio alone. We thus eliminate the need for parallel text data for TM training. We further
minimize the amount of costly supervision necessary for ST training by applying unsupervised and pSp-supervised
AM and LM training techniques within a framework that automatically extracts ST training data from pSp audio
Learning automatic translation (of speech or text) from interpretation audio faces major challenges, many of which
stem from the nature of interpretation. In Section 2 we take a closer look at interpretation and compare it to translation.
Section 3 introduces our approach for training statistical TMs from pSp audio of simultaneous interpretation (SI). We
use English/Spanish (En/Sp) SI as provided during European Parliament Plenary Sessions (EPPS). Section 4 introduces
our framework for exploiting pSp audio in a fully automatic, unsupervised manner as a data resource for training all
major models involved in state-of-the-art ST. In Section 5 we transfer our most important findings to the pSp audio
of consecutive interpretation (CI) between the resource-rich language English and the resource-deficient language
Pashto. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our results, discuss their significance for speech translation development
and examine several remaining challenges.
2. Translation, interpretation and parallel speech
2.1. Terminology
Translation refers to the transfer of meaning from source language text to target language text, with time and
access to resources such as dictionaries, phrase books, etc. Interpretation (of speech) refers to the transfer of meaning
from source language speech to target language speech, either simultaneously, while the source language speaker is
speaking, or consecutively, with source language speaker and interpreter taking turns. We define the term parallel
speech as speech of a source language speaker together with the target language speech of an interpreter. Parallel
speech therefore always refers to either SI or CI. It specifically excludes speech of translators as it for example occurs
in the context of automatic dictation systems for translators.
2.2. The nature of interpretation
Fig. 1 gives an example for (manually transcribed) parallel speech as it occurs in SI and CI. The figure also provides a
manual translation of the non-English parallel speech. Comparing the provided interpretation and translation, significant
differences become immediately apparent. To understand why and how interpretation differs from translation, it is
necessary to take a closer look at the strategies employed by interpreters.
The strategy of ‘dropping form’ is one of the main reasons why interpretation and translation differ strongly, even
if the interpreter conveys all elements of meaning. Dropping form refers to the fact that interpreters immediately and
deliberately discard the wording and retention of the mental representation of the message (Seleskovitch, 1978). Only
by discarding the words, sentence structure, etc., interpreters—in SI as well as in CI—are able to concentrate on the
meaning of the message and its reformulation in the target language (Santiago, 2010). The reason for this lies within
the limitations of human short-term memory. Only up to six or seven items can be retained in short-term memory, and
only if we give all of our attention to them (Smith, 1985).
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Fig. 1. Interpretation (parallel speech) versus translation.

In the case of SI, the difference to translation is also strongly influenced by special strategies interpreters have to
apply to keep pace with the source language speaker. These strategies include anticipation strategies (Besien, 1999)
and compensatory strategies (Al-Kahnjii et al., 2000). For example, interpreters anticipate a final verb or syntactic
construction before the source language speaker has uttered the corresponding constituent. The interpreter confirms
this anticipation or corrects it when he receives the missing information. The use of open-ended sentences that enable
the interpreter to postpone the moment when the verb must be produced is another anticipation-strategy. Compensatory
strategies include skipping, approximation, filtering, comprehension omission and substitution. Corrections of previous
interpretation errors as well as fatigue and stress also negatively affect SI quality. It is important to note that SI can
result in a significant loss of information. Experiments reported during the course of the TC-STAR project (Mostefa
et al., 2007) suggest that information loss for English-to-Spanish SI as provided during EPPS amounts to approximately
9%. This number is based on a test set of comprehension questions created from the English speech and the respective
amount of answers that cannot be found in the Spanish SI. Further, in Mostefa et al. (2007), a significantly higher
effective information loss of 29% was reported. The effective information loss was measured by counting the amount
of comprehension questions that were not correctly answered by human evaluators allowed to listen to the recorded
interpreter speech twice.2 This effective information loss results from a combination of missing information (9%) and
the difficulty of human evaluators to follow the flow of interpreter speech, which is often syntactically ill-formed.
In CI, interpreters face less severe time constraints, resulting in more accurate, equivalent, and complete interpretations (Santiago, 2010). However, the less severe time constraints in CI can also contribute to the differences between
interpretation and translation, as “interpreters also elaborate and change information and they do not only convey all
elements of meaning, but also the intentions and feelings of the source speaker” (Kohn and Kalina, 1996).
2.3. Interpretation and (automatic) translation
To measure the quality of automatic translation of speech or text we apply the widely adopted BLEU metric (Papineni
et al., 2002), which, on a scale from 0 to 100, compares MT output to one or more human reference translations based
on n-gram comparison. Like all machine evaluations, BLEU is not able to determine if a given MT output correctly
translated all meaning, but can only determine how ‘similar’ (in terms of n-gram matches) the output is to given reference
translations. As described in detail in Section 2.2, we cannot expect interpretation to be ‘similar’ to translation, even if
an interpretation captures all meaning. To underline this point, we compute the BLEU score of the manual transcription
of Spanish-to-English (Sp → En) and English-to-Spanish (En → Sp) SI speech, as present in our EPPS development
set ‘TDev’ (compare Section 3 for a detailed description of TDev). Given two reference translations, only 14.2 BLEU
for Sp → En and 18.2 BLEU En → Sp are achieved. This compares to BLEU scores above 40, achieved by state-of-the
art ST systems (trained on approximately 100 h of transcribed speech and 30+ million translated words), as for example
developed within the European TC-STAR project.

2

The evaluators were allowed to interrupt the playback to write down their answers.
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Fig. 2. EPPS live broadcast: a data source for parallel speech audio.

3. Automatic translation from simultaneous interpretation
In this section we introduce our approach for training statistical TMs from pSp audio, as it was first introduced by
us in Paulik and Waibel (2009). Our experiments are based on pSp audio from En/Sp SI, as provided during European
Parliament Plenary Sessions. As motivated in the introduction, training TMs from pSp audio is of special interest for
ST development between new language pairs where pre-existing data resources for traditional ST training are scarce.
The significant data resources that are already available in the context of EPPS enable us to study our approach at
different levels of resource availability.
3.1. General approach and major challenges
We use pSp audio within a standard training setup for phrase-based statistical MT. To do so, we transcribe the
pSp using ASR. The resulting ASR hypotheses are aligned on a speech utterance basis by applying special alignment
strategies that are tailored to the pSp of SI. We align to each automatically transcribed source speech utterance the
related target speech transcription. This forms the first part of our bilingual TM training corpus. The second part results
from repeating the same utterance alignment procedure in the reverse direction. The alignment procedure is described
in detail in Section 3.4. Our standard training setup extracts phrase tables from the created bilingual training corpus
by using the GIZA++ toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003), in combination with University Edinburgh’s training scripts, as
provided during the NAACL 2006 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (Koehn et al., 2006). The GIZA++
toolkit is run with its standard parameter settings.
The major challenges faced include (a) the significant difference between translation and interpretation, (b) the
problem of aligning source and target speech utterances and (c) the (high amount of) transcription errors in the ASR
output (of the resource-deficient ASR).
3.2. Data and scoring
European Parliament Plenary Sessions are broadcast live via satellite in the different official languages of the
European Union. Each language Li has a dedicated audio channel. An interpreter provides the SI in language Li
whenever a politician is speaking in a language Lj =/ i . In the case that a politician is speaking in the respective language
of an audio channel, the original speech of the politician is being broadcast on that channel. The language-dedicated
audio channels, depicted on the right hand side of Fig. 2, form an excellent source of pSp audio. In addition to the live
broadcasts, the proceedings of the parliament are also published in the form of so-called final text editions (FTEs) in
all official languages after approximately two months. These FTEs are created by a multitude of human transcribers
and translators from recordings of the original politician’s speeches.
For our experiments, we use the EPPS part of the English and Spanish TC-STAR spring 2007 verbatim task
development and evaluation sets; in the following they are simply referred to as ‘dev’ and ‘eval’. It has to be noted that
these sets only consist of politician speech and do not include any interpreter speech. This stands in contrast to our pSp
corpus. This corpus was collected in-house by recording the live broadcast English and Spanish audio channels, which
both contain a mix of politician and interpreter speech. AM training data, as provided during the TC-STAR evaluation
campaign, also consists of a mix of politician and interpreter speech. Our language models are (mostly) estimated on
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Table 1
Data statistics: parallel speech, dev and eval sets.
English

Speech utt.
Transl utt.
Words [k]
Audio [h]

Spanish

pSp

dev

eval

pSp

dev

eval

65.3k
65.3k
954.4
111.3

1287
1194
27.9
3.2

1926
1167
26.0
2.7

63.2k
63.2k
897.0
105.2

1707
792
22.4
2.3

2085
746
25.8
2.7

the FTEs or, in the case of the constrained Spanish ASR (compare Section 3.3), exclusively on the human reference
transcription as used for acoustic model training. Detailed data statistics for dev, eval and the pSp corpus are given in
Table 1. For dev and eval, the number of speech utterances differs from the number of translation utterances due to the
mismatch of automatic speech/non-speech segmentation applied prior to ASR and the manual utterance segmentation
of the reference translations. The number of words in the pSp corpus are estimated on the first-best hypotheses of
our standard Spanish and English ASR systems, as no reference transcription of the pSp corpus is available. The pSp
corpus is comprised of sessions from the time periods 04 May 2005–26 May 2005 and 08 September 2005–01 June
2006. The development set has sessions from 06 June 2005 to 09 September 2005 and the evaluation set has sessions
from 12 June 2006 to 28 September 2006. AM training data is from the time period May 2004 to June 2005. The FTEs
are from the time period April 1996 to May 2005.
In addition to our development and evaluation set, we use one additional Parliamentary session from 26 October
2004 to tune our alignment algorithm presented in Section 3.4. We refer to this session in the following as ‘TDev’. We
extracted this from the TC-STAR verbatim 2005 development set. In contrast to dev and eval, TDev is (a) comprised of
a mix of politician and interpreter speech (b) forms a parallel speech corpus and (c) is provided with a manual utterance
segmentation that is kept consistent for the reference transcriptions and verbatim reference translations. This means in
particular, that for all English and Spanish speech utterances, properly aligned transcription references and translation
references are available for TDev. The English (Spanish) part TDev consists of 1256 (1589) utterances, with 17.4k
(14.7k) running words and 95 (89) minutes of audio.
For scoring ASR and MT performance we use lower-cased references without punctuation. ASR performance is
measured in word error rate (WER) and MT performance is measured in BLEU using two reference translations. We
use the multiple reference word error rate (mWER) segmentation script (Matusov et al., 2005), as it was provided by
RWTH Aachen University within TC-STAR, to align the translated speech utterances to the translation references.
3.3. ASR and MT systems
The employed ASR systems are developed with the Janus Recognition Toolkit (JRTk). The SRI Language Model
Toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) is used for LM training. Table 2 gives an overview of the WER and LM perplexity (PPL) of
the English and (unconstrained) Spanish ASR.
Both, English and (unconstrained) Spanish ASR, feature two decoding passes and two ASR sub-systems per pass,
with unsupervised speaker adaptation in the second pass. At the end of each decoding pass, the output of the individual
ASR sub-system is combined via confusion network combination (Mangu et al., 2000). The systems are trained on 80+
hours of transcribed speech data and 70+ million words of monolingual text data. For a detailed system description,
refer to Paulik and Waibel (2009). In addition to the standard Spanish ASR system we use two constrained Spanish
Table 2
English and (unconstrained) Spanish ASR: language model perplexity (PPL) and word error rate on dev and eval.
dev

PPL
WER

eval

Spanish

English

Spanish

English

89
8.4

108
13.9

89
9.0

106
12.2
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Fig. 3. F-measure on TDev and Sp → En BLEU score on dev for different target speech snippet padding values x ∈ {0, 1, . . ., 5, 6} s.

ASR systems to simulate ASR performance levels encountered in the context of resource deficiency. In the situation of
resource limitation, the lack of text data and transcribed audio data leads to a weak LM and a weak AM. Both contribute
to an increased WER. To simulate resource limitation, we first constrain the Spanish LM to the 748k running words of
the transcriptions that were used to train the AM. The constrained LM yields a perplexity (PPL) of 178 on dev and a
PPL of 177 on eval, resulting in word error rates of 16.1% and 16.5%, respectively. To simulate a lower performance
AM we further limit the system to a context independent phone-set. Constraining the AM results in a WER of 33.3%
on dev and 33.1% on eval.
In the following, we refer to the three described Spanish ASR systems as Sp-ASR9 , Sp-ASR16 , Sp-ASR33 . This
naming scheme reflects the WER of these systems on our development and evaluation sets.
For MT, we use the ISL beam search decoder (Vogel, 2003). The decoder includes a simple word-reordering model
that assigns higher costs to longer distance reordering. We use a reordering window of 4. The applied target LMs are
identical to the LMs used for ASR. To optimize the system towards a maximal BLEU score, we apply Minimum Error
Rate (MER) Training (Och, 2003).
3.4. Aligning SI speech
If not otherwise mentioned, the pSp corpus used in this section is transcribed at estimated English and Spanish
WER levels of 12–14% and 9%, respectively. We estimate these numbers based on the English and Spanish ASR
performance on dev and eval, since no manual transcription of the pSp corpus is available.
Since simultaneous interpreters have to keep pace with the source language speaker, an approximate time alignment
between source and target language speech is already given. We can exploit this fact to align source speech utterances
to parallel target speech by considering the target speech snippet that starts/ends x seconds before/after the source
speech utterance starts/ends. We need to include target speech before the start time of the respective source utterance
since we do not know which of the audio channels contains interpreter speech. Also, speakers change frequently in
both channels. In fact, it often occurs that both audio channels contain interpreter speech. In such cases, the politician
that took the floor in the Parliament is giving a speech in a language different from English and Spanish. To minimize
computation time, we decode the pSp corpus only once, based on the speech utterance segmentation that was introduced
via voice activity detection prior to ASR. To extract the ASR hypotheses of the padded speech snippets, we rely on the
hypothesized word-start and word-end times.
In order to find an optimal padding value x, we conduct two sets of experiments. First, on TDev and for different
values of x, we compute the F-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) in respect to uni-gram matches between
the padded, automatically transcribed pSp snippets and the TDev available reference translations. Fig. 3 depicts how
the F-measure changes for different values of x. It shows a peak at x = 2 s for both cases, when aligning English
utterances to Spanish pSp snippets and when aligning Spanish utterances to English pSp snippets. In the second set
of experiments, we create seven different parallel MT training corpora from the automatically transcribed pSp; one
training corpus each for x ∈ {0, 1, . . ., 5, 6} s. After extracting seven different phrase tables from these MT training
corpora, we compute the translation performance for Sp → En on dev, using these phrase tables. As we can see in
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Fig. 4. ±6 s utterance based padding of parallel speech.

Fig. 3, the BLEU score again peaks at x = 2s, showing that the F-measure computed on TDev correlates well with the
translation performance on dev. In other words, the optimal padding value x for aligning our pSp corpus can be well
predicted by simply computing the F-measure on TDev.
In addition to a simple word-time based padding of the parallel speech snippets for aligning the pSp corpus, we also
experiment with a more sophisticated two-pass alignment strategy. By manually inspecting the parallel speech present
in TDev, we find that, if the information contained in the source utterance is at all present in the parallel speech, a 6 s
utterance padding almost always guarantees that the information can be found in the respective target audio snippet. By
a 6 s utterance padding, we refer to the case where a target speech snippet is comprised of all target speech utterances
that fall into the time window that is formed by padding the source utterance start/end time with 6 s. Fig. 4 gives an
example of parallel speech that is aligned based on a 6 s utterance padding. In addition to the transcription reference
of the Spanish speech utterance and the respective English pSp-snippet, the figure shows one of the two Sp → En
translation references. The part of the English speech snippet that is directly related to the Spanish speech utterance
is in red font. As can be seen, the padded pSp segment contains too much irrelevant, and potentially misleading,
information.
Our two-pass algorithm for aligning parallel target speech to source speech utterances operates on a per-sourceutterance basis and uses 6 s utterance-padded target speech snippets. In addition to the source utterance at hand, the
algorithm also considers all neighboring source utterances that overlap in their respective target speech snippet with
the target speech snippet of the current source utterance. The algorithms seeks to optimally cut down the 6 s padded
target speech snippet of a source utterance z by first finding the optimal left cut position and then finding the optimal
right cut position. This is accomplished with the help of alignment weights a introduced between source and target
words. The left cut position ci defines all target words w1 , . . . , wi as not being aligned to any source word in z, and
all target words wi+1 , . . . , wm as not being aligned to any word found in neighboring source utterances u =
/ z. The
optimal left cut position is found by maximizing the sum over all alignment weights:
argmaxi

i
!
n=0

anu =/ z +

m
!

anu=z

(1)

n=i+1

The right cut position is found accordingly. The alignment weights associated with source and target word pairs are
based on forward and backward IBM4 word-to-word translation probabilities. The IBM4 lexicons are estimated via
GIZA++ training on the parallel speech corpus resulting from our simple 2 s word-time based alignment scheme.
Alignment weights between a source and target word pair are greater than zero if the combined forward and backward
word translation probability is above a specific threshold tp and if the absolute distance between source word-start time
and target word-start time is below a specific threshold td . Further, the alignment weight between a source word sw
and target word tw is weighted by the combined translation probability times the ‘importance’ of the target word. We
define the importance of the target word as:
importance(tw) = 1.0 − sL ∗ LM(tw)

(2)

with sL equal to the length in words of the target speech snippet and LM(tw) equal to the uni-gram LM probability
of the target word. During computation of the optimal left and right cut positions and in addition to the introduced
alignment weights a, we further consider alignment weight clusters formed by target language bi- and tri-grams. For
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Table 3
Influence of the 2-pass alignment strategy on the Sp → En MT performance. The table lists the BLEU scores for using Spanish reference transcriptions
(0% WER) as input to MT and using TMs trained on parallel speech transcribed with our three Spanish ASR systems.
dev

eval

Sp-ASRX

9

16

33

9

16

33

±2 s
2-pass

34.3
35.1

32.1
33.5

28.2
29.1

33.5
34.3

32.6
33.5

28.5
30.1

each such cluster we introduce additional alignment weights that are included in the overall sum. The alignment weight
aBI for a bi-gram alignment cluster formed by the alignment weights a1 and a2 is, for example, given as:
aBI(a1 , a2 ) = (a1 ∗ a2 )bw

(3)

with the bi-gram weight bw to allow for a flexible additional weighting of such bi-gram alignment weight clusters.
To optimize the described parameters of our two-pass alignment algorithm, we perform a grid search on TDev,
aiming for a maximal value of F-measure. The F-measure is based on matching uni-grams in the pSp snippets and the
reference translations. Table 3 lists the Sp → En MT performance when using the two described alignment strategies
and automatically transcribing the pSp corpus at different Spanish WER levels (9, 16 and 33%). At all three Spanish
WER levels, the two-pass alignment strategy outperforms the word-time based alignment by approximately 1 BLEU
point. This is in all cases statistically significant (p < 0.05). The results also show that, even for a highly degraded
Spanish transcription performance at 33% WER (3.7 times worse than the transcription performance of the standard
Spanish ASR system), the MT performance degrades only by approximately 12% relative on the eval set. This indicates
that training TMs from automatically transcribed pSp is robust to strong variations in ASR performance on one side
of the pSp corpus.
3.5. Machine translation and speech translation results
Table 4 lists the Sp → En and En → Sp MT results obtained when using TMs trained from pSp. We list the results for
pSp that was transcribed at the different Spanish WER levels provided by our three Spanish ASR systems (approximately
9, 16 and 33% WER). The English ASR system was kept unchanged; we estimate its WER at approximately 12–14%
WER, given its performance on dev and eval. BLEU scores marked with c were computed using the constrained
Spanish LM. For comparison, we also list results when training TMs on a bilingual, sentence-aligned text corpus of
manual translations. This text corpus was extracted from the bilingual MT training corpus as it was provided during
the TC-STAR evaluation. We randomly selected sentences pairs from the part of the TC-STAR training corpus that
corresponds to the same time period as the parallel speech, until the number of running words on the English part
reached 954.4k running words. This is the same number of running words as we estimated for the English part of
our pSp corpus. The TC-STAR training corpus is based on the FTEs. It therefore exhibits a certain mismatch in style
compared to verbatim style transcriptions and translations. To reduce this mismatch we pre-processed the text corpus
accordingly. This pre-processing includes punctuation removal, expansion of abbreviations and conversion of numbers
and dates to their spoken form.
Table 4
Training corpus dependent MT performance in BLEU. Results are shown for using a translation model training corpus of manual translations (first
data row) and pSp training corpora, obtained with our three different Spanish ASR systems.
Training corp.

dev

eval

Type, Sp-ASRx

Sp-En

En-Sp

Sp-En

En-Sp

Translations, n/a

44.5

48.0

43.9

40.9

pSp, Sp-ASR9
pSp, Sp-ASR16
pSp, Sp-ASR33

35.1
33.5
29.1

39.7
34.5c
31.1c

34.3
33.5
30.1

31.2
27.0c
23.3c
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Fig. 5. BLEU score (y-axis) dependent on training corpus type (parallel speech vs. manual translation) and training corpus size in steps of 100k
running words.

The results show degraded translation performance for training TMs from pSp, compared to using a bilingual text
corpus of manual translations for training. Using our best-performing ASR systems, the absolute degradation amounts
to approximately 10 BLEU points for both translation directions. This degradation in performance results from (a) word
errors introduced by automatically transcribing English and Spanish speech (b) the mismatch between translation and
interpretation, and (c) errors when aligning the interpreter speech. Nevertheless, we are able to report surprisingly high
BLEU scores of up to 34.3 for Sp → En at WER levels of approximately 9% for Spanish ASR and 12–14% for English
ASR. As already noted at the end of Section 3.4, we observe only a relatively small degradation in MT performance
when introducing a strong degradation in Spanish ASR performance from approximately 9% to 33% WER.
We also compute the MT performance on TDev for our best pSp-trained models. We achieve BLEU scores of 43.5
and 34.8 for Spa → Eng and Eng → Spa, respectively. These scores are 2–3 times higher than the BLEU scores we
estimated for the TDev manual transcription of parallel interpreter speech; compare also Section 2.3. In other words,
our translation models, despite being trained solely on (large amounts) of pSp, provide an automatic translation of
TDev that is significantly more similar (in terms of n-gram matches) to the manual translation references than the pSp
of TDev itself is.
The highest achieved Sp → En translation performance of 34.3 BLEU is on the same level as the translation
performance of TMs trained on 100k English words of sentence aligned translations. We approximate the number
of English words in the pSp corpus to be 954.4k. This suggests that, at the considered WER level, TMs trained on
pSp audio of En/Sp SI require 10 times more data (measured in number of translated/interpreted words) than TMs
trained on manual translations, to reach similar BLEU performance. Fig. 5 depicts the development of BLEU score
depending on a successively increased training corpus size in 100k word increments, using either a training corpus
of translations or our pSp corpus transcribed at a Spanish WER of 16%. The absolute difference between the BLEU
scores of both types of TMs is higher for smaller training corpus sizes. At a corpus size of 100k English words, the
difference is 15.7 points (a 46.2% relative degradation) and levels out at 500k words to approximately 10.5–11 points
(a 24.0–26.4% relative degradation). Further, we observe that the corpus-size dependent development of BLEU score
of the pSp-trained TM mirrors the development of BLEU score seen for the traditionally trained TM, just at a lower
level.
Table 5 lists the speech translation results on eval. The WER on the respective eval source text is shown in the
second row. BLEU scores marked with c were achieved using the constrained Spanish LM. We use the same decoder
Table 5
Training corpus dependent speech translation performance in BLEU. The WER of the ASR first-best hypotheses used as input to the MT system are
listed in the first row. Translation model training is either based on a training corpus of manual translation, or on a training corpus of automatically
transcribed parallel speech.
Training corp.

Sp-En

En-Sp

Type, Sp-ASRx

9.0%

16.5%

33.1%

12.2%

Translations, n/a

40.0

36.0

27.8

33.8

pSp, Sp-ASR9
pSp, Sp-ASR16
pSp, Sp-ASR33

31.5
–
–

–
29.1
–

–
–
21.0

26.1
22.8c
19.8c
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Fig. 6. Relative degradation in BLEU (Sp → En), dependent on Spanish input WER and training corpus type (pSp vs. manual translations).

weights found via MER optimization on the dev verbatim transcriptions, as we had good experience in the past with
this approach on the very same development and test sets. For this reason, we do not provide speech translation results
for dev. Compared to TMs trained on a similarly sized bilingual text corpus of translations, we observe a degradation
of approximately 8 BLEU points when using parallel speech trained TMs. This degradation in performance is almost
2 BLEU points less than in the case of MT. In general, the relative degradation in BLEU caused by recognition errors
in the input text is smaller for pSp-trained TMs, as depicted in Fig. 6. For example, a WER of 16.5% in the Spanish
input to the translation system causes the BLEU score to degrade by 18%, from 43.9 to 36.0, if the system is trained on
manual translations. However, the BLEU score of the system trained on pSp audio degrades only by 13.1%, from 33.5
to 29.1. This smaller relative degradation due to word errors in the source input can be observed for all three investigated
Spanish WER levels. We apply the same ASR systems used for transcribing the pSp corpus when we automatically
transcribe the source speech of eval for speech translation. The smaller degradation in BLEU score indicates that the
pSp-trained TMs are able to compensate for word errors in the source ASR by incorporating mappings between source
word errors and correct target translation. This ability to compensate for source word errors helps to attenuate the loss
in ST performance experienced by using SI instead of translation for TM training.
4. Parallel speech audio as ST training data
So far we demonstrated that statistical TMs can be trained in a fully automatic, unsupervised manner from audio
recordings of SI. In this section we extend the use of pSp audio as a data source for unsupervised training of all major
models involved in statistical ST: the ASR acoustic model and ASR language model as well as the MT translation
model and MT target LM (Paulik and Waibel, 2010). Specifically, we explore techniques for unsupervised AM and LM
training. Further, we exploit the parallel nature of pSp audio to train TMs and to introduce light supervision for model
training. We conduct our experiments on a subset of the En/Sp pSp corpus used in Section 3. To simulate the setting
of ST between a resource rich and a resource-deficient language, we limit the supervised training data for the Spanish
models to 10 h of manually transcribed Spanish audio and to a parallel text corpus comprised of 100k translated words.
We also consider the situation where no parallel text data is available. We seek to improve the performance of the
statistical models affected by resource deficiency: the Spanish AM, Spanish LM and En ↔ Sp TMs.
4.1. System architecture
In the proposed scenario of speech translation between a resource rich language LRR and a resource-deficient
language LRD , we seek to improve the statistical ST models that suffer from the resource deficiency, by automatically
extracting training data from pSp audio. Fig. 7 shows our system architecture. The overall system consists of two
ST sub-systems, each featuring an ASR component and a MT component. The ASR systems accept pre-segmented
speech utterances; we use a HMM-based, language-independent speech/non-speech audio segmentation. The models
affected by the resource deficiency are highlighted in color in the diagram. The core components necessary to extract
ST training data are the two ASR systems. Together with the input audio, automatic transcriptions for LRD can be
used for unsupervised AM training. The transcriptions can also be used as additional LM training data. Further, the
hypotheses of both ASR systems can be tied together in a parallel training corpus suitable for TM training. Similar
to previous works (Khadivi et al., 2005; Reddy and Rose, 2008; Paulik and Waibel, 2008b), we exploit the parallel
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Fig. 7. Extracting speech translation training data from parallel speech.

information given in the respective other language audio stream to bias the ASR systems for improved transcription
performance. In the proposed context, such improved ASR performance directly affects the quality of the extracted
training data.
4.2. Data and baseline systems
We use the same En/Sp development and evaluation sets as described in Section 3; TDev, dev and eval. The pSp
audio corpus is a subset of the pSp audio corpus from Section 3, consisting of 67 sessions from the time period 08
September 2005 to 01 June 2006. The supervised Spanish ST training data is limited to 10 h of manually transcribed
Spanish audio and to a parallel text corpus comprised of 100k translated words. Detailed data statistics for the training
sets are shown in Table 6.
The MT decoder, MT training procedure and English ASR are identical to the ones described in Section 3. For
training TMs from pSp audio of SI, we rely on the more simple utterance alignment strategy of padding the target parallel
speech snippets with 2 s. The baseline Spanish ASR system uses sub-phonetically tied three-state HMMs and features a
single, speaker-independent decoding pass. The AM is trained on 10 h Spanish EPPS data via three iterations of Viterbi
training. The 3-gram LM is estimated on 179.6k running words from the AM training data reference transcriptions and
the Spanish side of the parallel text corpus used for supervised TM training. In order to avoid high out-of-vocabulary
rates, we use a large recognition dictionary with 74.2k pronunciation entries. This resource-limited Spanish ASR
system yields WERs in the range of 26–27% on our data sets as shown in Table 7.
Table 6
Data statistics: Spanish ST training data.

Sent./utt. [k]
Words [k]
Audio [h]

Transcriptions

Parallel text

pSp

6.5
79.6
10.0

3.9
100.0
N/A

52.3
751.8
91.7
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Table 7
English and Spanish baseline word error rates.
English-to-Spanish

Base WER

Spanish-to-English

TDev

dev

eval

TDev

dev

eval

13.1

13.9

12.2

26.1

26.9

27.1

4.3. PSP audio for ASR model training
Unsupervised acoustic model training (Kemp and Waibel, 1999; Lamel and Gauvain, 2002) relies on automatic
transcriptions created with an initial ASR system. The success of unsupervised AM training usually depends strongly
on the ability to exclude erroneous transcriptions from training. The common approach is to use word confidences
for selecting transcriptions suitable for training. Lightly supervised AM training (Lamel et al., 2001) refers to the
case where some imperfect human transcriptions, for example closed-captions provided during television broadcasts,
can be used to either bias the initial ASR system for improved transcription performance or to filter erroneous ASR
hypotheses. We examine unsupervised AM training and lightly supervised AM training. We introduce light supervision
with the help of pSp audio of simultaneous interpreters, as proposed in Paulik and Waibel (2008a).
To introduce light supervision based on English pSp audio for Spanish AM and LM training, we automatically
translate the English parallel speech into Spanish and bias the Spanish ASR LM to prefer n-grams seen in the automatic
translation. We distinguish between two different types of LM bias; a ‘session bias’ and an ‘utterance bias’. Session
bias refers to the case where we first automatically translate the English audio of one complete European Parliament
session into Spanish, and we then interpolate the baseline Spanish LM with a LM build on the automatic translation.
Utterance bias, on the other hand, refers to the case where we bias the Spanish LM for each Spanish speech utterance.
We achieve this by first translating the 6 s word padded English speech snippet. We then prefer the uni-grams found in
the translated speech snippet, by boosting the baseline Spanish LM probability of these uni-grams, similar to a cache
LM. The boosting of the uni-gram probability is realized by subtracting a discount value d from the (positive) LM log
score of the current ASR hypothesis. The discount value d for a uni-gram u is estimated as follows:
"
w ∗ LMscore (u) for LMscore (u) ≥ t
d(u) =
0
for LMscore (u) < t
with LMscore (u) being the baseline LM score for the uni-gram u and weight w and threshold t estimated on TDev via a
grid search. Table 8 shows the influence of the session LM bias and the combination of utterance LM bias and session
LM bias on the Spanish WER on TDev; the WER is reduced by 6% relative from 26.1% to 24.5%.
For unsupervised and lightly supervised AM training, we utilize ASR word confidences in the following manner:
speech frames associated with words that have an ASR word confidence of c < 0.8 are ignored; all other speech frames
contribute to the training with a weight of 1. The value of c is estimated on our dev set. Training is realized via
three iterations of Viterbi training. All iterations include 10 h of manually transcribed audio plus 92 h of automatically
transcribed audio. Results obtained with the re-trained AMs are listed in Table 9, along with results for unsupervised
LM training. The first two columns of Table 9 specify if the baseline AM/LM was used or a model trained with the
additional 92 h of automatically transcribed Spanish speech. The case of light supervision during ASR decoding via
a session + utterance bias is marked with a subscript b . For example, the last row in the table refers to the case where
we used the biased baseline ASR system to create additional AM and LM training data. The values shown in brackets
represent the WER on TDev, when biasing the ASR with knowledge from the English parallel speech. Since we do

Table 8
Biasing ASR with pSp; Spanish WER on TDev.
Baseline

Session bias

Session & utt. bias

26.1

25.4

24.5
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Table 9
Re-raining the Spanish acoustic model and language model with additional 92 h of automatically transcribed parallel speech: influence on word
error rate. Results marked with b were achieved by applying light supervision (session & utterance bias) during decoding.
AM

LM

TDev

dev

eval

Base

Base

26.1 [24.5b ]

26.9

27.1

+92 h
Base
+92 h

Base
+92 h
+92 h

24.0 [23.0b ]
24.5 [23.3b ]
22.5 [21.5b ]

24.9
25.7
24.0

25.5
25.5
24.2

+92 hb

+92 hb

22.0 [21.6b ]

23.5

23.8

Table 10
LM re-training with additional 92 h of automatically transcribed Spanish parallel speech: influence on perplexity.
LM

TDev

dev

eval

Base
+92 h

182
129∗

269
202

276
206

+92 hb

127∗

200

204

not have English pSp available for dev and eval, such a bias is not possible on these data sets. The results show that
light supervision during training benefits ASR performance.
In contrast to AM training, we do not utilize ASR word confidences during LM training. We estimate a LM on
the Spanish ASR first-best hypotheses and interpolated this LM with the baseline LM. The interpolation weight is
chosen to minimize the LM perplexity (PPL) on the dev set. Table 10 lists the PPL of the baseline LM and of the
interpolated LMs, using transcriptions from the baseline and biased baseline Spanish ASR during training. The LM
used to compute the TDev PPLs (marked by∗ ) does not include automatic transcriptions of TDev itself. We found that,
while the PPL decreases much more if ASR first best hypotheses of the same session are included in the LM, ASR
transcription performance does not benefit due to an overly strong bias towards transcription errors made by the initial
ASR. Therefore, whenever we automatically transcribe our pSp corpus with an ASR system that includes a re-trained
LM, we use session-specific LMs that do not include ASR transcripts of the very same session.
4.4. PSP audio for MT model training
When traditional MT training data is available, it is necessary to determine how traditionally trained TMs can benefit
most from additional pSp audio. By simply adding our pSp training data to the 100k translated words parallel text
corpus, we observe only small improvements. We therefore examine if a higher weighting of word alignments that
stem from the supervised part of the combined corpus is helpful. The main idea is to aid the GIZA++ word alignment
process to the pSp part. We achieve this higher weighting by simply duplicating the supervised training corpus x times.
Fig. 8 gives an overview of the Sp → En text translation (0% WER of the Spanish input) results on the dev set for
x ∈ {1, 2, . . ., 7, 8}. The figure also lists translation performance numbers in BLEU for the baseline TM, trained only
on supervised training data, and for a TM trained only on the automatically transcribed and aligned pSp corpus. The

Fig. 8. Combining parallel speech (pSp) training data with our baseline parallel text training corpus. The baseline training corpus of manual
translation receives a higher weight by repeating it x times. Results are shown for Sp → En text translation on dev.
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Table 11
Translation model re-training with additional 92 h of automatically transcribed Spanish parallel speech: Sp → En text translation results in BLEU.
TM

TDev

dev

eval

Base
+92 h

41.1
44.5

35.1
37.9

35.2
37.8

Table 12
TM training: En → Sp text translation, BLEU score.
LM

TM

TDev

dev

eval

Base

Base

26.0

27.2

25.7

+92 h
Base
+92 h

Base
+92 h
+92 h

27.9
27.7
30.5

29.1
28.3
30.6

27.5
27.6
29.6

Table 13
En → Sp speech translation results in BLEU. The last row shows results achieved with a translation model purely trained from parallel speech (no
baseline parallel text corpus).
LMMT

TM

TDev

dev

eval

Base
+92 h
+92 h

Base
+92 h
92 h

24.0
28.5
23.8

22.4
25.7
20.4

21.6
25.2
19.9

best translation results are achieved by adding the supervised parallel text corpus of manual translations 5 times to the
combined training corpus. Tables 11 and 12 list the achieved text translation results for both translation directions. The
presented results were obtained with ASR transcriptions created with the baseline ASR systems.
4.5. Speech translation results
In this section, we present our results for the complete ST chain of ASR and subsequent MT on the ASR first best
hypotheses. We also pay special attention to the case of strong resource limitation, in which only 10 h of transcribed
Spanish AM data is available, but no baseline MT.
Table 13 lists the speech translation results for En → Sp. We compare results of the baseline ST system with a
ST system that includes unsupervised training data created with the baseline Spanish ASR. The eval set BLEU score
increases by 3.2 points from 21.6 to 25.2 for the re-trained ST system. The case where no baseline automatic translation
is possible due to the lack of parallel text data, is shown in the last row. With a TM trained solely on 92 h of pSp audio,
we achieve a translation performance of 19.9 BLEU points. In Table 14 we show speech translation results for Sp → En.
Table 14
Sp → En speech translation results in BLEU. Results marked with b were achieved by applying light supervision (session & utterance bias) during
ASR decoding. The last two rows of the table list results achieved by only using pSp for translation model training (no baseline parallel text corpus).
The results of the last row were achieved by applying the re-trained Spanish ASR system to the parallel speech audio for TM training. All other
results are based on pSp training data transcribed with the Spanish baseline ASR system.
AM

LMASR

TM

TDev

dev

eval

Base

Base

Base

31.2

25.1

25.3

+92 h
+92 hb

+92 h
+92 hb

+92 h
+92 hb

34.8
35.7

28.0
28.8

28.3
28.4

+92 h
+92 h

+92 h
+92 h

92 h
92 hi=1

31.8
32.7

24.2
25.2

24.9
25.6
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Table 15
Parallel speech audio statistics.
Native

Audio [h]
Words [k]

Interpr.

En

Pa

En

Pa

23.0
358

25.2
374

26.7
333

29.5
399

Here, we examine two additional scenarios: first, we examine the effect of lightly supervised AM and LM training
on the ST end result (row 3, entries marked with b ) and second, we address the effect of the improved transcription
performance on TM training (last row). Specifically, the results in the last row of the table refer to the case where
the pSp automatic transcriptions used for TM training came from the already re-trained ASR. All other listed results
are achieved by using models that were re-trained with pSp transcriptions from either the baseline ASR or the biased
baseline ASR. Re-training the ST models with baseline ASR transcriptions improves the eval BLEU score by 3.0
points from 25.3 to 28.3. Using ASR hypotheses from the biased Spanish ASR does not improve the overall speech
translation result on our evaluation set, although ASR transcription performance is slightly improved, as shown in
Section 4.3. In the scenario where no parallel text data for TM training is available, we achieve an eval BLEU score
of 24.9—only slightly below the translation performance of the baseline system that is based on parallel text data.
The translation performance of the pSp-only system can be further increased by 0.7 BLEU points, when using the
re-trained Spanish ASR system to transcribe the pSp corpus, instead of only using the baseline ASR system. This result
suggests to introduce at least one iteration in the proposed training scheme, where ST models are first re-trained with
transcriptions from the baseline ASR systems, and then, subsequently trained again with transcriptions from systems
that already benefit from re-trained models.
5. Speech translation from consecutive interpretation
In the previous sections we explored pSp audio of En/Sp SI as a resource for training ST systems. We identified
parallel text data as one of the ST training resources that is especially hard to acquire. Therefore, we consider the result
that TMs can (a) be trained from scratch with pSp audio, and (b) be improved with pSp audio as additional training
data, as one of the most important findings. Our experiments suggest that pSp-trained TMs mirror the training corpus
size-dependent performance of parallel text trained TMs, just at a lower level. We estimate the ‘yield’ of En/Sp SI audio
to be around n · 10−1 , meaning that we can expect a pSp corpus of n interpreted words to yield a similar translation
performance in BLEU as a parallel text corpus of n · 10−1 translated words. The yield of pSp audio certainly depends
on different factors, as for example the type and ‘quality’ of used interpretation (CI vs. SI), language pair and WERs
of the ASR systems used to transcribe source and target language speech. However, assuming WER ranges as thus
far considered, we hypothesize the general yield of parallel speech to be within the same order of magnitude as for
En/Sp SI, that is, somewhere in the range of n · 10−1 , but certainly not n · 10−2 . To further support this hypothesis, we
examine the development of Pashto-to-English (Pa → En) speech translation on the basis of pSp audio from consecutive
interpretation. Specifically, we explore English/Pashto (En/Pa) pSp audio as (a) the sole data source for TM training,
and (b) as additional training data, that is to be mixed with parallel text.
5.1. Experimental setup
Our experiments are based on data resources provided within US Darpa’s TransTac project. TransTac aims to rapidly
develop ST for real-word tactical situations. Typical scenarios are in the form of interviews, where an English-speaking
soldier interviews a Pashto-speaking Afghani. Only very limited amounts of data resources are available for En/Pa ST
development. Table 15 lists the statistics of the En/Pa parallel speech corpus. It shows the amount of native speech
(English interviewer, Pashto respondent) and interpreter speech in hours of audio and number of uttered words. The CI
example depicted at the very beginning, in Fig. 1, is an excerpt from this corpus. In contrast to our En/Sp pSp corpus, we
have manual reference transcriptions available. Further, we have manual reference translations for each native speech
utterance available. In addition to the pSp corpus, we make use of a ‘traditional’ En/Pa parallel text corpus of manual
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Table 16
Pa → En development and test set.
Pa → En
Audio [min]
Words [k]

Dev

Eval

45.8
6.7

24.0
3.6

Table 17
Parallel speech audio: LM perplexity and ASR word error rate.
Native

PPL
WER

Interpr.

En

Pa

En

Pa

68
16.3

–
–

75
30.7

196
44.9

translations.3 This parallel text corpus has 12.4k translated Pashto respondent utterances. The Pashto part comprises
260k words; the English part has 214k words. Table 16 lists the statistics of the Pa → En development and test sets.
Both sets are based on native Pashto respondent speech and feature only one reference translation for scoring.
In order to utilize the En/Pa parallel speech audio corpus in our standard TM training setup, we have to create a
sentence-aligned bilingual text corpus first. We can exploit the fact that each speaker takes turns in consecutive interpretation, with each speaker producing only a few utterances in each turn. To introduce speaker-turn-based sentence
alignment, we rely on the manual utterance segmentation and the role description (interviewer, respondent, interpreter)
found the transcription files. As the interviewer speech is recorded on a different audio channel from the interviewer/respondent speech, we argue that an algorithm that is based on automatic utterance segmentation and automatic
speaker identification will provide a very similar performance. All of our training runs are based on aligned speaker
turns, even when manual translations are used for model building. This is possible, since each speech utterance is
accompanied with a manual translation in the corpus. Our decoding/scoring runs on the development and evaluation
sets observe the speech utterance segmentation.
5.2. CI as only data source
In a situation where only untranscribed pSp audio of CI is available, the minimal requirement for ST development
are two ASR systems to enable the automatic transcription of source and target language speech. In the case of ST
development between a resource-rich and a resource-deficient language, ASR systems for the resource-rich language
may already be available. In our case, we have an in-domain English ASR system from previous phases of the TransTac
project available, as previous phases considered ST between (a) English and (b) Iraqi, Farsi and Dari. However, we
have no pre-existing Pashto ASR at hand. To enable Pa → En speech translation and to be able to automatically
transcribe additional pSp audio, we train a Pashto ASR system on the 25.2 h of Pashto respondent speech found in our
pSp corpus. For AM and LM training, we rely on the manual transcription of this respondent speech (374k words).
Table 17 lists the English and Pashto WER and LM perplexity for the automatically transcribed parts of the pSp
corpus. The interpreter speech frequently suffers from a heavy foreign accent, explaining the significantly higher WER
on interpreter speech compared to native speech. The Pashto WER on the Pa → En development and test set is 33.7%
and 33.9%, respectively.4 The LM perplexity is 157 and 148, respectively.
To examine our hypothesis that n interpreted Pashto words yield approximately the same translation performance,
measured in BLEU, as n · 10−1 translated words, we examine three different systems estimated on the pSp corpus.
System A uses TMs trained on the manually transcribed and translated Pashto respondent speech that is present in the
3

This corpus corresponds to manually translated TransTac monolingual data collection corpus.
English and Pashto ASR both feature only one decoding pass and small models tuned to the real-time requirements of our TransTac online
evaluation system.
4
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Table 18
Pa → En text and speech translation performance for systems A, B and C. The Pashto part of the parallel TM training corpus consists of manually
transcribed Pashto respondent speech. The English part consist of (A) manual English translations; (B) manually transcribed interpreter speech or
(C) automatically transcribed (30.7% WER) interpreter speech.
Text

A
B
C

Speech

dev

eval

dev

eval

17.6
11.8
10.9

17.8
13.0
10.5

14.6
10.5
9.4

15.2
10.0
10.2

Fig. 9. Corpus-size dependent Pa → En BLEU score on dev of system A (trained on manual translation).

pSp corpus. In System B the English translations are replaced by the manual transcription of the interpreter speech.
System C finally uses the English automatic transcription (30.7% WER) of English interpreter speech. While system
C does not suffer from word errors on the Pashto side (we use the Pashto reference transcription), the English WER is
on the same level as the worst WER level we considered En/Sp pSp audio. Table 18 lists the text and speech translation
performance in BLEU for all three systems. As we expect system B and C to perform on the same level as a system
that is trained on approximately 40k manually translated words, we compute the corpus-size dependent text translation
performance of system A for increments of 10k words, until system A meets the performance of system B. The result
is depicted in Fig. 9. It shows that our prediction was accurate. Another important hypothesis is that the translation
performance of pSp trained TMs mirrors the translation performance of parallel text trained TMs, just at a lower level.
While only a very limited amount of En/Pa pSp audio is available, we still can observe the same trend as observed
for En/Sp pSp audio, when we compute the corpus-size dependent text translation performance of system A and B in
increments of 90k words, compare Fig. 10.
5.3. CI and parallel text
To further examine the value of pSp audio as TM training data in addition to parallel text, we estimate a TM on
the parallel text corpus of 260k translated Pashto words. We refer to the system using this TM as system D. We then
increase the parallel text corpus with the training corpus of system A, B or C and estimate new TMs, resulting in
systems D + A, D + B and D + C. Table 19 gives an overview of the text and speech translation performance of these
systems. With English and Pashto ASR available, it is possible to automatically transcribe more pSp audio, promising

Fig. 10. Corpus-size dependent Pa → En BLEU scores on dev of system A (trained on manual translation) and B (trained on manually transcribed
interpretation).
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Table 19
Increasing translation performance by adding more training data. Baseline parallel text training corpus (D) plus (A) more manual translations; (B)
manually transcribed parallel speech audio or (C) automatically transcribed parallel speech audio. Training corpora A, B and C consist of either
translated or interpreted Pashto respondent speech. Training corpus F consists of automatically transcribed parallel speech formed by interpreted
English interviewer speech.
Text

D
D+A
D+B
D+C
D+C+F

Speech

dev

eval

dev

eval

12.3
18.4
14.6
13.8
14.7

12.3
17.5
14.7
13.4
14.9

11.2
16.0
12.7
11.6
12.5

10.0
14.2
12.2
12.0
12.4

further gains in translation performance at a relative low cost. For example, we can automatically transcribe the part
of the pSp corpus formed by English interviewer speech (16.3% WER) and respective Pashto interpretation (44.9%
WER)—referred to in the following as training data F. Despite the very high Pashto WER, we achieve further gains
in text and speech translation performance by adding training data F to D + C, as shown in the last row of Table 19.
The observed improvements for system D + C + F compared to system D are statistically significant (p < 0.05). Similar
to the experiment described in Section 4.3, these results are achieved by weighting training data D + C and training
data F differently. In the case of text (speech) translation, D + C was repeated 3 (4) times in the final training corpus
D + C + F.
6. Results and discussion
We have explored parallel speech audio, as it occurs in interpreter-mediated communication, as a resource for training
speech translation systems. Specifically, we have shown how training data can be extracted in a fully automatic,
unsupervised manner from pSp audio and how this training data can be successfully used for the development of
statistical speech translation. We applied techniques for unsupervised acoustic model and language model training.
Further, we exploited the parallel nature of pSp audio to train translation models from audio and to introduce light
supervision. We concentrate on scenarios that involve ST between a resource-rich and a resource-deficient language,
as we argue that the additional data resource of parallel speech audio is of special interest in such situations. Our results
show that the proposed approach is robust against low transcription performance on one side of the automatically
transcribed pSp corpus, confirming the approach’s feasibility in the context of resource limitation. We consider the
result that pSp audio can replace as well as enhance parallel text data as training resource for translation model
development as our most important finding, as domain specific parallel text is especially hard to come by and costly
to create.
One problem that was omitted by us is the fact that additional pSp speech potentially includes high amounts of outof-vocabulary words. The magnitude of the OOV problem depends strongly on the domain at hand and the vocabulary
size of the used ASR systems, as for example shown by Hetherington (1995). Optimizing the vocabulary size to the
current domain is one solution, but this may be hard to accomplish in the context of ASR of resource-limited languages.
Approaches that automatically identify unknown words and use phoneme or grapheme representation of these words
are another possibility. A somewhat related problem is the question of how to address ST development in the context
of languages that do not have an acknowledged written form. Besacier et al. (2006) propose an interesting solution
to this problem. They propose to apply phone based ST where TMs are learned on a parallel corpus of foreign phone
sequences and corresponding English translation.
We believe that the question of how to mix traditional training data with pSp for a maximal gain in performance,
at an acceptable cost level, deserves more attention. For example, one could ask if it makes more sense to transcribe
higher amounts of speech data for reduced WER on the resource-deficient language or if it is more helpful to manually
translate data. In this context, approaches that automatically identify interpretation ASR hypotheses that are problematic
in terms of WER or content are of special interest.
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We further believe that future work has to address larger amounts of pSp audio and more language pairs, to further
support our hypotheses regarding the translation performance of pSp-trained TMs. While the attached collection effort
of additional pSp audio can be considered the biggest obstacle, one has to realize that (a) interpretation happens
daily on a massive scale, (b) simultaneous interpretation typically involves considerable amounts of equipment (sound
proof booths, etc.) that directly enable the recording of pSp audio and (c) that huge amounts of money flow into the
development of ST systems for CI like situations. The latter point implies that there are many CI situations in which the
recording of source and target language speech is feasible. Therefore, our results promise substantial improvements
in automatic translation of text and speech, achieved at a relatively low additional cost, by collecting more parallel
speech audio.
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